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Abstract. Some professional e-mails contain knowledge about how actor face
problem in order to realize projects. This type of knowledge is produced in cooperative activity. Representing project knowledge leads to structure link between coordination, cooperative decision-making and communication. The main
objective of our work is to extract knowledge from daily work. So the main questions of our research are:
•
Can we extract knowledge from professional e-mails?
•
If so, which type of knowledge can be represented?
•
How to link this knowledge to project memory?
We present in this paper our first work in this aim. Our hypothesis is tested on
a software development application.
Keywords: Knowledge Engineering, Knowledge Management, Project
memory, Traceability, Professional e-mails, Pragmatics analysis.
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Introduction

Currently designers use knowledge learned from past projects in order to deal with
new ones. They reuse design rationale memory to face new problems. Knowledge Management provides techniques to enhance learning from the past [12]. Their approaches
aim at making explicit the problem solving process in an organization. Their techniques
are inherited mainly from knowledge engineering. So, we find in these approaches in
one hand, models representing tasks, manipulated concepts and problem solving strategies, and in the other hand, methods to extract and represent knowledge. We note for
instance MASK [14], [25] and REX [22] methods. These methods are used mainly to
extract expertise knowledge and allow defining profession memories.
But, design projects involve several actors from different fields. These actors produce knowledge when interacting together and take collaborative decisions. So, it is
important to also tackle this type in knowledge, which is generally volatile.
We deal, in our approach with this type of knowledge, called Project memory [24].
Project memory must represent organizational and cooperative dimension of
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knowledge. Current techniques used in Knowledge management, based on expert interviews are not adapted to extract these dimensions of knowledge. To tackle
knowledge produced in collaborative activity, we need techniques that help to extract
knowledge from daily work. In this paper, we present a technique that help to extract
knowledge from professional e-mails. The presented approach allows structuring extracted concepts and linking them to the project context. We use pragmatics analysis
and knowledge engineering techniques for this aim.
Problem solving plays a central role in design projects. At first in the initial analysis
that leads to specification documents, and then during the life-cycle of the project. This
is especially true in software design projects if the development follows an agile
method, with several roundtrips from design to delivery.
Project Memory focus on keeping “project definition, activities, history and results “as
wrote Tourtier in [28]. Problem Solving is an essential part of design rationale as it
tackles with problem definition, suggestions, and decision.
Face to face meetings are commonly used in office to manage projects and do collaborative work, but other mediated communications usages are increasing like phone,
emails or instant messaging. However, information in emails is volatile, unstructured
and distributed among users email boxes, making it difficult to trace and keep for corporate memory.
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Project Memory

A project memory is generally described as "the history of a project and the experience
gained during the realization of a project" [24].
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Project memory

Relationships

 The project organization: different participants, their competences, their organization in sub-teams, the tasks, which are assigned to each participant, etc.
 The reference frames (rules, methods, laws, ...) used in the various stages of the project.
 The realization of the project: the potential problem solving, the evaluation of the
solutions as well as the management of the incidents met.
 The decision making process: the negotiation strategy, which guides the making of
the decisions as well as the results of the decisions.
Often, there are interdependence relations among the various elements of a project
memory. Through the analysis of these relations, it is possible to make explicit and
relevance of the knowledge used in the realization of the project. The traceability of
this type of memory can be guided by design rationale studies and by knowledge engineering techniques.
The problem solving is part of the project design rationale memory [24]. Some technics from knowledge (e.g. REX) aims at knowledge capitalization, but others are more
oriented on the traceability of the design rationale. A clear representation of the context
and design rationale can be found in [3] and is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Problem solving and design rationale in context.
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Problem Solving

Theory of Human Problem Solving was developed from the work of Newell and Simon
[26] and provided the basis of much problem solving research. According to Hardin in
[17], “Any problem has at least three components: givens, goal and operation”. This
general definition from problem solving theory is bringing keys elements into light:
 Givens: information and facts presenting context;
 Goal: desired end state;
 Operations : actions to be performed to reach end state;
In our present study, related to software development, we will focus more on givens
and goal, i.e. the “problem recognition” part, the operations being part of the solution.

When designing software complex problem solving arise more easily, because the tasks
are abstracts and often not well structured as opposed as designing a real world artifact.
Problem solving in professional project aims at transforming knowledge into business value [16]. This usually involve two types of knowledge: declarative (about facts,
events, and objects) and procedural (knowing how to do things).
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Software Development process

Methodologies in software development evolved quickly in the last two decades from
classic waterfall model to Extreme Programming and Agile methods [2].
Agile development is iterative and incremental with continuous delivery. As a side
effect roundtrips between product-owner (contractor) and product-manager (developer)
are more frequent, leading to increased communication and collaborative work. Typically a software design cycle in agile is divided into sprints, where the product-owner
meet the product-manager (developer) and validates recent features, raises issues and
express new needs. Problem Solving sequences happen on weekly (sometime daily)
basis and implies all the actors of the project, not only the development team. With the
new means of communication and project management methods like Kanban [19], this
occurs frequently through computer mediated exchanges.
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Pragmatic analysis

The act of request has been extensively studied in the field of theoretical linguistics
(Searle 1969), intercultural and inter-language pragmatics [4], NLP community on automated speech act identification in emails [7], [22] etc. However, as pointed by
Rachele De Felice et al. [11] there is very little work concerned with data other than
spoken language and few researches seem to fully respond to requirements of being
sufficiently general, non-domain specific, and easily related to traditional speech acts.
In addition, few researchers have focused their research requests in business written
discourse (workplace email communication). Lampert et al. [20] try to create tools that
assist email users to identify and manage requests contained in incoming and outgoing
email. Atifi et al. [1] analyze email effectiveness from the professional’s point of view
by mixing two kinds of analysis: a content analysis of interviews of professionals and
a pragmatic and conversational analysis of emails. Rachele De Felice et al. [11] propose
a global classification scheme for annotating speech acts in a business email corpus
based on traditional speech act theory described by Austin and Searle [27].
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Related works on email analysis

Several approaches study how to analyze e-mails as a specific discourse. We note
for instance, tagging work [29], in which Yelati presents techniques that help to identify
topics in e-mails, or the use of zoning segmentation in [21]. Other works use natural
language processing in order to identify messages concerning tasks and commitment

[18]. They parse verbs and sentences in order to identify tasks and they track messages
between senders and receivers.
Even there is lot of work on pragmatics, which study dialogue and distinguish techniques in order to identify speech intention (Patient/doctor dialogue analysis [17]), coding dialogue scheme [8], etc. Pragmatics analysis of e-mails uses only some of these
methods like ngrams analysis by Carvalho in [8], Verbal Response Mode scheme by
Lampert in [21] or a custom coding scheme like De Felice [11].
Techniques studying e-mails, often do not consider the context of discussions, which
is important to identify speech intention. We deal with our work with professional emails, extracting from projects. So, we mix pragmatics analysis and topic parsing and
we link this type of analysis to project context (skill and role of messages senders and
receivers, project phases, and deliverables, etc.) in order to keep track of speech intention. As pragmatics analysis shows, there is not only one grid to analyze different types
of speech intention. In project memory, we look for problem solving, design rationale,
coordination, etc. In this study, we focus on problem solving and we build an analysis
grid for this purpose.
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Project Knowledge extraction from emails

The main objective of our work is to extract knowledge from daily work. So the
main questions of our research are:
•
Can we extract knowledge from professional e-mails?
•
If so, which type of knowledge can be represented?
•
How to link this knowledge to project memory?
To answer these questions, we analyze professional e-mails related to projects. In
last studies, we identify a structure to analysis coordination messages [23]. Based on
pragmatics analysis, we defined a grid to structure coordination messages based on the
main act to do (inform, request, describe, etc.) and the objects of coordination (task,
role, product, etc.). In this paper, we will go ahead and define an approach that helps to
extract knowledge from professional e-mails. So, we identify firstly step by step how
to isolate important messages and how to analyze them. Knowledge from e-mails, as
knowledge produced in daily work, cannot be very structured. It is related closely to
context. In our work, we focus on knowledge produced during project realization. We
will show in our method how information from project organization help in e-mails
knowledge extraction.

7.1

Classification of e-mails

Firstly, we have to identify important messages (Fig. 3). For that, we have to gather
messages in subjects. Then, we can identify the volume of messages related to each
subject. Then we analyze only messages that heave more than 4 answers; we believe

that knowledge can be extracted based on interaction. Finally, we link the messages to
be analyzed to project phases.

Fig. 3.

7.2

First e-mails analysis

Messages analysis

For each message thread (message and answers), we identify (Fig. 4):
•
Information to be linked to organization:
•
Authors, To whom, In Copy
•
Information about phases:
•
Date and hour of messages and answers
•
Information about product:
•
Topic and joined files
•
Information about message intention:
•
Main speech act and intention of message

Fig. 4.

Analysis of messages

By linking messages to project organization, we help in making sense of interactions
between actors. In fact, the role and skill of messages’ senders and receivers help to
analyze the role of the message in problem solving and the nature of the content (solution answering a problem, proposition discussions, coordination messages, etc.). In the
same way, linking messages to phases help to identify main problems to deal in each
phase of the same type of projects.
As first work, we focus our speech act analysis on problem solving by identifying
request and solution. So, we identify first speech acts that help to localize a request in
a message (Figure 4). Then, we study the organization of related messages thread in
order to identify the solution proposed (if it exists) to the request. Our analysis is based
first on pragmatics in order to characterize request speech act, and that by identifying
request verbs and forms. In the present study we limited our research to the analysis of
the act of requesting in problem solving sequences.
From a pragmatic point of view, a request is a directive speech act whose purpose is
to get the hearer to do something in circumstances in which it is not obvious that he/she
will perform the action in the normal course of events [27]. By introducing a request,
the speaker believes that the hearer is able to perform an action. Request strategies are
divided into two types according to the level of interpretation (on the part of the hearer)
needed to understand the utterance as a request. The two types of requests include direct
request and indirect requests. The request can be emphasized either projecting to: 1- the
speaker (Can I do X?) or 2- the hearer (Can you do X?). A direct request may be use an
imperative, a performativity, obligations and want or need statements.
An Indirect request may use query questions about ability, willingness, and capacity
etc. of the hearer to do the action or use statements about the willingness (desire) of the
speaker to see the hearer doing x. At last, for us, a grammatical utterance corresponds
to only one speech act as in Table 1.
Table 1. Grid of Request Speech Act
Request Form

Linguistic form

Examples

Imperative

Do x

Performative

I am asking you to do x.

Want or Need statements.

I need/want you to do x

Obligation statements

You have to do x

Query questions about

Can you do x?

ability of the hearer to do X

Could you do x?

Direct request

Query questions about
Willingness of the Hearer to
do X
Statements about the willingness (desire) of the speaker

Would you like to do x?
I would like if you can do X
I would appreciate if you can do
X

Then, we complete our analysis by from one side identifying answers verbs and from
another side, linking answers to actors’ role and skills and also joining files. The date
of answers can be an indicator of several elements in the organizations: engagement,
difficulty of time spending of solution, stress and multi-responsibilities, etc. We aim at
analyzing in the future the frequency of answers.
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Example

8.1

Example description

INFOPRO Business Publishing Company asked a software Company to develop a
workflow tool that helps journalists to edit their articles and to follow the modification
of the journal. Due to geographical constraints, nearly all the communications and negotiations during specification, implementation, tests and delivery were done through
email. The development method was mixed agile, with weekly deliveries after initial
analysis. The period of the project was more than one year. In this project, the actors
were:
 SRA: an editing responsible (skill: law and management, Role: Contractor)
 JBJ: Information System Manager (Skill: Information system, Role: Contractor)
 FX: Information System Developer (Skill: Software Engineering, Role: Development manager)
 CV: Prototyping (Skill: Human Machine Interface, Role: User Interface Modeling)
 RT: Information System Developer (Skill: Software Engineering, Role: Sub-contractor)
Principles phases of the project can be found in Table 2:

Table 2. Phases of the Project
Q1 09 Q2 09 Q3 09 Q4 09 Q1 10 Q2 10 Q3 10
XML Import
Document Database specification
and development
Workflow Specification and
development
User Interface
Export to magazine and website
Web service specification and
development
Application test

8.2

E-mails Analysis

As first step, we identify messages topics based on e-mails subjects. In our project,
we identify main discussions topics based on keywords:











XML : structuration, tag, tree, xsd, dtd, schema
BDD : Data base, table, editing part, code part
Interface workflow : UI, Workflow, User Interface, login, user management,
Code : Insurance Code, Legifrance, auto code, vehicle code, mutu code, chapter,
article
Document : new collection, construction, document
Export paper : Indesign, layout, mapping, tag indd, indd template
Export site: export web, web tag, web format, dtd web
Export Author: word, author, xslt author
Services: update legi, Legifrance update, FTP
Word : macro word, addin, web service, word 2007, wordlink

Business emails collected from a project in their raw form are very redundant. In
case of multiple replies or forward, several parts of the messages are repeated (e.g.
quoted reply content). This occurs typically in long threads, mediated equivalents to
spoken conversations, which are especially interesting for our study. Some preprocessing steps have to be performed in order to prepare messages and threads for analysis. We chose a deliberately simple method similar to Carvalho [6]. The steps involved
are:
 Remove all previous message text from reply;
 Keep previous message in case of first reply of a thread or forwarded email cause it
carries context information;
 Remove signatures and disclaimers when possible (identity of sender and receivers
are kept in email metadata);
This leaves us with a corpus of messages and threads without too much duplicated
or useless information. For some treatments, the granularity at message level is not
sufficient, and it’s relevant to split the messages into sentences. Here again, we use a
standard approach and split according to punctuation and paragraph signs.
8.3

Frequency

Our corpus represent 3080 messages/ 14987 sentences in 801 threads between 30 projects actors. Sizes of message are relatively uniform, very long message are not frequent, being not suitable for email efficiency. On the average, threads length is between
2 and 7 messages with some exception at 17 or 21 messages. Usually threads are spread
over 3 or 4 days, with higher messages frequency in the beginning.

Table 3. Daily message frequency.
60
40
20
0
21/01/2009

21/01/2010

21/01/2011

We identify 10 main actors during this project that account for more than 80% of the
messages. Also the daily frequency in Table 3 show 3 relevant spikes of activity matching critical time of the project: the first delivery and second delivery and a new features
addition. We will reduce our investigation to the first spike between 06/2009 and
09/2009 where a lot of exchanges occurs and focus on long threads showing the presence of a dialog
As an additional information, it is to be noted that the Development Manager was
the one receiving in TO (direct receiver) the higher number of messages, the Chief
Editing Manager was the one sending message the most and the Information System
Manager was the one receiving the most message in CC. This global numbers are
matching their roles in the project, respectively executing, requesting and supervising.
8.4

Topics

We decide to make a very straightforward and knowledge oriented classification of
messages and sentences. This steps is necessary in order to assert to deal with messages
concerning pure software functionality knowledge and to filter project coordination
emails.
Our approach is to create a keywords dictionary for the main topics of the project.
This dictionary can be built from the following sources:
 Project phasing and specifications documents ;
 an expert;
 domain ontology if available;
As in project memory context, we choose not to rely on statistical NLP clustering
like in Cselle‘s approach [10] but to use existing context knowledge. This dictionary is
voluntarily kept simple and have the form:
Topic1: keywords1, keywords2... keywordsn.
Using this dictionary we classify messages into weighted topics vector (same technic
is applied to sentences for a fine granularity analysis). In order to do that we use a cosine
similarity based algorithm. We compute a Lucene [14] ranking between our message
and each topics in order to identify main topics of messages (boosting email subject

importance compared to email body (Fig. 5 et Fig. 6). This give us a topics matrix T
where Tij represents weight of topic j in message i.

Fig. 5. Lucene scoring formula

As a side remark, keywords chosen in topics shall not overlap too much to keep the
results significant. In Figure 6, one can notice the amount of emails increased as the
project is approaching its first milestone, but the topics are not always directly correlated to the phase of the project. In fact the project team members are often exchanging
emails and dealing with problem before the phase really start or after (when the phase
is supposed to be finished and some problems remained unsolved)

Fig. 6.

Topics analysis/project phases

Fig. 7 shows first step of analysis of these messages; in which we show senders and
receivers and their skills, topics of messages and date of messages. Some patterns of
communication are emerging, for instance, the Information System Manager (JBJ) is
very often in CC of every message because of its supervisor role.

Fig. 7.

First analysis of messages: representing of senders/Recievers/Copy, date and actors
role and skill

To analyze messages text, we use pragmatics in order to identify problem and solution discussions. For that, we identify Request messages based on Request speech acts.
Then, we identify related answers messages. In these messages we look for sender’s
skills and joined files. So, we identify for the “Annexes” topic, in which there are 23
messages, related topics are XML and code. Messages were during 12 days from 5th
until 17th June. They concern workflow development phase. Based on the RequestAnswer grid and role actors, we analyze messages, in order to identify problem-solving
intentions. So, we identify for instance, the problem Insurance Text extraction. SRA;

the editing responsible (contractor) asks FX to extract Insurance text in a good format.
When FX; the Information System Developer (Development manager) answer him, we
suppose that as an answer, based on the role of sender of message and the main topic.
We consider also joined files as part of this answer. Fig. 8 shows this example.
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Fig. 8.

9

Example of messages analysis

Conclusions

The aim of our study is to identify knowledge from daily work. In this paper, we
show that it is possible to study professional e-mails for this aim. We consider e-mails

as specific discourse. So we use pragmatics generally used to analyze discourse and to
categorize it to identify knowledge from professional e-mails. Our hypothesis is can we
identify a grid as guide to analyze professional e-mails? If so, can the result be relevant
as project knowledge?
Based on this hypothesis, we know that pragmatics intention must be based to context. So, we consider the project context from different aspect: organization and environment. We believe that this context is very helpful to clarify ambiguity of sentence
analysis. We show in the example how sender/receiver role can identify problem-solving answer. Adding this analysis to the identification of keywords of messages, as topics can be a first step, towards a structuring of knowledge: Problem related to a topic,
possible answers.
We will continue to validate this work on other type of projects. This work can open
to identify other grid analysis like: engagement of actors, design-rationale, coordination
[23], etc. Our current work objective is to explore various techniques from machine
learning to implement support algorithm for the projection of our features vectors (topics, pragmatics and context) to problem- solving knowledge model. Although related
to the works of Cleland-Huang [5] on Requirement traceability in software design, we
will focused more on functional testing and design detection
Finally, this study is a part of our work on project memory: Keeping track and structuring knowledge in daily work realization of project. We developed techniques to extract knowledge from project meetings [13] and to identify occurrences in order to identify concepts in project memory.
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